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Abstract

This paper presents a new kind of interpolation theorems about Neighbourhood
Logic (NL, [ZH96]) and Interval Temporal Logic (ITL, [Mos85, Dut95]). Un-
like Craig interpolation, which holds for these logics too, the new theorems treat
the existence of interpolants which specify properties of selected intervals in the
models ofNL andITL.
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Introduction

Interval Temporal Logic (ITL) was introduced as a tool for reasoning about the be-
haviour of hardware in time [Mos85]. It is a classical first order modal logic with one
binary normal modal operator(.; .), known aschop. It has relational (Kripke) seman-
tics, where the possible worlds are intervals in a linearly ordered set of time points.
The operator(.; .) in ITL is defined as follows:

[τ1, τ2] |= (ϕ; ψ) iff [τ1, τ ] |= ϕ and[τ, τ2] |= ψ for someτ ∈ [τ1, τ2].

Initially, only intervals of natural numbers were considered inITL. Abstract se-
mantics was introduced toITL in [Dut95], and a proof system was shown complete
with respect to this semantics.

The operator(.; .) is introspective. That is, the satisfaction of formulas with(.; .)
depends only on the assignments of symbolsin subintervalsof the given one. First or-
der Neighbourhood Logic (NL) was introduced in [ZH96] by replacing(.; .) with two
unary operators,3l and3r, which allow access to arbitrary intervals of time domains.
Chop is definable inNL. NL has a proof system, which is complete with respect to
an abstract semantics similar to that ofITL [BZ97, BRZ00].

An abstract model forNL (or ITL) consists of aframe, which represents its time
domain and the measurement of durations in it, and aninterpretationof the non-logical
symbols of the corresponding language. Non-logical symbols can be eitherrigid or
flexible. A rigid symbol stands for the same function or predicate in all the intervals
of a given model. A flexible symbol’s interpretation depends on the reference interval.
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Distinct intervals in a model may have different properties, because of the different
values of flexible symbols in them.

Classical Craig interpolation can be based on the following observation. Given
a valid implicationϕ ⇒ ψ, the properties of models which satisfyϕ that entail the
satisfaction ofψ by these models should be related to the underlying algebraic systems
of these models and the interpretations of the non-logical symbols shared byϕ andψ
in these models only. Craig’s theorem states that such properties can be expressed by a
first-order predicate formula involving these non-logical symbols only.

Being logics with possible worlds semantics,ITL andNL enable one more way in
which restrictions can be imposed on the relationship between the antecedent and the
succedent in a valid implication. Namely, the possible worlds that are supposed to have
the relevant properties can be restricted. In the theorems to follow we consider the case
of these possible worlds being the subintervals of some interval of time. We study two
subcases depending on whether the enclosing interval is bounded or semibounded. The
properties in focus are expressed by the restictions of the interpretations of the flexible
symbols on the chosen intervals.

Consider pairs〈I1, I2〉 of interpretations of the symbols of some language ofNL
or ITL into the same frameF . Let σ andσ′ be intervals inF . Let 〈F, I1〉, σ |= ϕ
imply that 〈F, I2〉, σ |= ψ for all 〈I1, I2〉 which share some property ofσ′. Roughly
speaking, the new interpolation theorems say that in this case the property in question
can be replaced by a (possibly weaker) one which can be specified by a formula of a
special kind to be satisfied atσ′ by both〈F, I1〉 and〈F, I2〉. The substitute property
can be chosen to be a consequence of〈F, I1〉, σ |= ϕ and to imply〈F, I2〉, σ |= ψ for
all 〈I1, I2〉 which satisfy it atσ′.

The papers is organised as follows. We give brief preliminaries onNL andITL
first. We include a complete proof system forNL in the preliminaries section, because
this system is relevant to the syntactical constructions in subsequent proofs. Next we
describe the special kinds of formulas which are involved in the formulation of the
interpolation theorems. Finally we formulate our theorems and give a detailed proof of
just one of them, because the proofs of the others differ from this one in details only.

1 Preliminaries

Here we briefly introduceNL languages, frames, models, satisfaction and complete
proof system.ITL with abstract semantics is defined similarly [Dut95]. Neighbour-
hood logic is a classical first order predicate logic with equality and two unary normal
modal operators.

1.1 Language

A language ofNL is determined by a countable set ofindividual variablesx, y, . . . ,
and several other sets of symbols. These areconstantsymbolsc, d, . . . , functionsym-
bolsf , g, . . . andrelation symbolsR, S, . . . . Symbols of every kind are eitherrigid or
flexible.
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Given the sets of symbols, thetermst and theformulasϕ of the correspondingNL
languages are defined by the BNFs:

t ::= c|x|f(t, . . . , t)
ϕ ::= ⊥|R(t, . . . , t)|(ϕ ⇒ ϕ)|∃xϕ|3lϕ|3rϕ
Function symbols and relation symbols are assignedarity to denote the number of

arguments they admit. EveryNL language contains the rigid constant symbol0, the
rigid binary function symbol+, the rigid binary relation symbols= and≤ and the
flexible constant̀ .

Individual variables are regarded as rigid. Formulas and terms which contain no
flexible symbols, are calledrigid too. The set of individual variables that havefree
occurrencesin a formulaϕ is denoted byFV (ϕ).

1.2 Frames, models and satisfaction

Definition 1 A NL time domainis a linearly ordered set. ANL duration domainis a
linearly ordered commutative group.

We denote time and duration domains by〈T,≤〉 and〈D, +, 0,≤〉, respectively. Given
a time domain〈T,≤〉, the set of the closed boundedintervals {[τ1, τ2] : τ1, τ2 ∈
T, τ1 ≤ τ2} in T is denoted byI(T ).

Definition 2 Given a time domain〈T,≤〉 and a duration domain〈D, +, 0,≤〉, amea-
sure functionm is a surjective function of typeI(T ) → {d ∈ D : 0 ≤ d}, which
satisfies the axioms:
(M1) m(σ) = m(σ′) ∧min σ = min σ′ ⇒ maxσ = max σ′

(M2) max σ1 = min σ2 ⇒ m(σ1) + m(σ2) = m(σ1 ∪ σ2)
(M3) 0 ≤ x ⇒ ∃σ′(minσ′ = max σ ∧m(σ′) = x).

0 ≤ x ⇒ ∃σ′(maxσ′ = min σ ∧m(σ′) = x).

Definition 3 A tuple of the kind〈〈T,≤〉, 〈D, +, 0,≤〉,m〉, where〈T,≤〉 is a time
domain,〈D, +, 0,≤〉 is a duration domain, andm is a measure fromI(T ) to D, is
calledNL frame.

Clearly, if a measure function fromI(T ) to D exists, then〈D,≤〉 is isomorphic to
〈T,≤〉. For this reasonNL is usually regarded as having just duration domains in its
frames. We keep the two components ofNL frames distinct for the sake of compat-
ibility with ITL semantics. Due to the introspectivity of(.; .), ITL admits bounded
time domains, whileNL duration domains withD 6= {0} are always unbounded.

Let L be anNL language.

Definition 4 Let F = 〈〈T,≤〉, 〈D,+, 0,≤〉, m〉 be aNL frame. A functionI which
is defined on the set of symbols ofL and satisfies the requirements:
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I(x), I(c) ∈ D for individual variablesx
and rigid constantsc

I(f) ∈ (Dn → D) for n-place rigid function symbolsf
I(R) ∈ (Dn → {0, 1}) for n-place rigid relation symbolsR
I(c) ∈ (I(T ) → D) for flexible constantsc
I(f) ∈ (I(T )×Dn → D) for n-place flexible function symbolsf
I(R) ∈ (I(T )×Dn → {0, 1}) for n-place flexible relation symbolsR
I(0) = 0, I(+) = +, I(`) = m, I(≤) is≤ andI(=) is =

is calledinterpretation ofL into F .

Definition 5 A model forL is a pair of the kind〈F, I〉, whereF is a frame, andI is
an interpretation ofL into F .

Given a frameF , we denote its components by〈TF ,≤F 〉, 〈DF , +F , 0F ,≤F 〉 and
mF , respectively. The same applies to models. We denote the frame and the interpre-
tation of a modelM by FM andIM , respectively.

Given a symbols from L, interpretationsI andJ of L into frameF are said to
s-agree, if I(s′) = J(s′) for L symbolss′ other thans.

Definition 6 Let M be a model forL. Let σ ∈ I(TM ). ThevaluesIσ(t) of termst
from L are defined as follows:
Iσ(x) = IM (x), Iσ(c) = IM (c) for variablesx

and rigid constantsc
Iσ(c) = IM (c)(σ) for flexible constantsc
Iσ(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = IM (f)(Iσ(t1), . . . , Iσ(tn)) for rigid n-placef
Iσ(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = IM (f)(σ, Iσ(t1), . . . , Iσ(tn)) for flexiblen-placef

The relationM,σ |= ϕ for formulasϕ from L is defined as follows:
M,σ 6|= ⊥
M,σ |= R(t1, . . . , tn) iff IM (R)(Iσ(t1), . . . , Iσ(tn)) = 1 for rigid n-placeR
M,σ |= R(t1, . . . , tn) iff IM (R)(σ, Iσ(t1), . . . , Iσ(tn)) = 1 for flexiblen-placeR
M,σ |= (ϕ ⇒ ψ) iff either M,σ |= ψ, or M,σ 6|= ϕ
M,σ |= ∃xϕ iff 〈FM , J〉, σ |= ϕ for someJ thatx-agrees withIM

M,σ |= 3lϕ iff M, σ′ |= ϕ for someσ′ ∈ I(TM ) such thatmaxσ′ = min σ
M, σ |= 3rϕ iff M, σ′ |= ϕ for someσ′ ∈ I(TM ) such thatmin σ′ = max σ

1.3 Abbreviations

Ordinary classical first order predicate logic abbreviations>, ¬, ∨, ∧, ⇔ and∀, and
infix notation for terms and formulas involving+, ≤ and= are used inNL. The uni-
versal closure∀x1 . . . ∀xnϕ of formulaϕ, where{x1, . . . , xn} = FV (ϕ), is denoted
by ∀ϕ. The following abbreviations areNL-specific:

3c
dϕ  3d3dϕ

2dϕ  ¬3d¬ϕ
2c

dϕ  ¬3c
d¬ϕ

Hered stands for eitherl or r, l is r andr is l. The modal operator(.; .) of ITL can be
defined inNL by the axiom:

(ϕ; ψ) ⇔ ∃x∃y(x + y = ` ∧3c
l (ϕ ∧ ` = x) ∧3c

r(ψ ∧ ` = y)),
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wherex andy are supposed to have no free occurrences inϕ, ψ. That is whyITL can
be regarded as a proper fragment ofNL. In the sequel we assume that(.; .) is available
in NL languages. The following abbreviations are related to(.; .):

3ϕ  ((>;ϕ);>)
2ϕ  ¬3¬ϕ

1.4 Proof system forNL

The proof system ofNL consists of axioms for classical first order predicate logic with
equality, axioms about duration domais as linearly ordered commutative groups, and
the following axioms and rules:
(A1) 3dϕ ⇒ ϕ for rigid ϕ
(A2) 0 ≤ `
(A3) 0 ≤ x ⇒ 3d(` = x)
(A4) 3d(ϕ ∨ ψ) ⇒ 3dϕ ∨3dψ
(A4′) 3d∃xϕ ⇒ ∃x3dϕ
(A5) 3d(` = x ∧ ϕ) ⇒ 2d(` = x ⇒ ϕ)
(A6) 3c

dϕ ⇒ 2d3dϕ
(A7) ` = x ⇒ (ϕ ⇔ 3c

d(` = x ∧ ϕ))
(A8) 0 ≤ x ∧ 0 ≤ y ∧3d(` = x ∧3d(` = y ∧3dϕ)) ⇒

⇒ 3d(` = x + y ∧3dϕ)

(Mono)
ϕ ⇒ ψ

3dϕ ⇒ 3dψ
(Nec)

ϕ

2dϕ
(MP )

ϕ ϕ ⇒ ψ

ψ
(G)

ϕ

∀xϕ
Substitution[t/x]ϕ of variablex by termt in formulaϕ is allowed in proofsonly

if either t is rigid, orx does not occur in the scope of a modal operator inϕ.
This system is complete with respect to the above semantics [BZ97, BRZ00]. The
completeness argument is by a canonical construction.

2 Retrospective and introspective formulas inNL

We need some classes of formulas inNL languages in order to formulate our inter-
polation theorems. We call formulas which do not contain3r, but may contain(.; .)
retrospective. Retrospective formulas can be used to express properties of the subin-
tervals of some interval of time that is unbounded into the past. This semibounded
interval has the end of the reference interval as its upper bound. Respectively, formulas
which contain neither3l, nor 3r, but may contain(.; .), are calledintrospective. In-
trospective formulas can be used to express the properties of the reference interval that
do not depend on intervals out of it.

Given aNL language, introspective formulas in it constitute the corresponding
ITL language. LetL be a language ofNL andF be aNL frame. The following
propositions explain the expressive power of the two kinds of formulas:

Proposition 7 Let σ ∈ I(TF ). Let the interpretationsI1 andI2 of L into F coincide
on rigid symbols and assign the same values to flexible symbols on subintervals of
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σ. Let ϕ be an introspective formula fromL. Let σ′ be a subinterval ofσ. Then
〈F, I1〉, σ′ |= ϕ iff 〈F, I2〉, σ′ |= ϕ.

Proposition 8 Let τ ∈ TF . Let the interpretationsI1 andI2 of L into F coincide on
rigid symbols and assign the same values to flexible symbols on intervalsσ such that
max σ ≤ τ . Letϕ be a retrospective formula fromL. Letσ ∈ I(TF ) andmaxσ ≤ τ .
Then〈F, I1〉, σ′ |= ϕ iff 〈F, I2〉, σ′ |= ϕ.

Both propositions can be proved by straightforward induction on the length of for-
mulasϕ.

Next, consider the formulas of the kind
ηc0,c1,c2,c3  ` = c0 ∧3r(` = c1 ∧3c

r(` = c2 ∧3l(` = c3 ∧R)))
wherec0, c1, c2 andc3 are rigid constants, andR is a0-place (flexible) relation symbol.
In our interpolation theorems we employ substitutions of the kind[ϕ/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 .
Their meaning is explained by the following proposition:

Proposition 9 Let σ, σ′ ∈ I(TF ). Let I be an interpretation ofL into F such that
I(c0) = mF (σ), I(c1) = mF ([max σ, τ ]), I(c2) = mF ([max σ′, τ ]) and I(c3) =
mF (σ′), whereτ satisfiesτ ≥ max{max σ,max σ′}. Then〈F, I〉, σ |= [ϕ/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3

iff 〈F, I〉, σ′ |= ϕ.

Similarly, consider formulas of the kind
ξc0,c1,c2  ((` = c1; R); ` = c2) ∧ ` = c0

Substitutions of the kind[ϕ/R]ξc0,c1,c2 have the following meaning:

Proposition 10 Letσ, σ′ ∈ I(TF ) andσ′ ⊆ σ. LetI be an interpretation ofL into F
such thatI(c0) = mF (σ), I(c1) = mF ([min σ,min σ′]) andI(c2) = mF ([maxσ′,max σ]).
Then〈F, I〉, σ |= [ϕ/R]ξc0,c1,c2 iff 〈F, I〉, σ′ |= ϕ.

3 The interpolation theorems

Let us consider twoNL languages,L andL′, with the same rigid symbols and similar
sets of flexible symbols. That is, ifs is a flexible constant, function or relation symbol
in L, then a symbols′ of the same kind and arity is found inL′, and vice versa. For
a formulaϕ in L, we denote the formula inL′ which is obtained by replacing every
flexible symbol inϕ by its corresponding symbol fromL′ by ϕ′. Let ` be an exception;
let it be the only flexible symbol that occurs in both languages, and not be affected by
the above translation. LetL′′ be the union ofL andL′. Let c0, c1, c2 andc3 be rigid
constants inL.

Theorem 11 Let Φ be a finite set of retrospective formulas fromL. Let ϕ andψ be
arbitrary formulas fromL. Let

|=NL

∧
χ∈Φ

[2c
r∀(χ ⇔ χ′)/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 ⇒ (ϕ ⇒ ψ′).

Then there exists a retrospective formulaθ fromL such that
|=NL ` = c0 ∧ 0 ≤ c1 ∧ 0 ≤ c2 ∧ 0 ≤ c3 ⇒ (ϕ ⇒ [θ/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3)
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and
|=NL [θ′/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 ⇒ ψ′.

Theorem 12 Let Φ be a finite set of introspective formulas fromL. Let ϕ and ψ be
arbitrary formulas fromL. Let

|=NL

∧
χ∈Φ

[2∀(χ ⇔ χ′)/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 ⇒ (ϕ ⇒ ψ′).

Then there exists an introspective formulaθ fromL such that
|=NL ` = c0 ∧ 0 ≤ c1 ∧ 0 ≤ c2 ∧ 0 ≤ c3 ⇒ (ϕ ⇒ [θ/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3)

and
|=NL [θ′/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 ⇒ ψ′.

Now letL andL′ beITL languages in the same relationship as above. All formulas in
ITL languages are introspective.

Theorem 13 LetΦ be a finite set of formulas fromL. Letϕ andψ be arbitrary formu-
las fromL. Let

|=ITL

∧
χ∈Φ

[2∀(χ ⇔ χ′)/R]ξc0,c1,c2 ⇒ (ϕ ⇒ ψ′).

Then there exists a formulaθ fromL such that
|=ITL ` = c0 ∧ c0 ≥ c1 + c2 ∧ c1 ≥ 0 ∧ c2 ≥ 0 ⇒ (ϕ ⇒ [θ/R]ξc0,c1,c2)

and
|=ITL [θ′/R]ξc0,c1,c2 ⇒ ψ′.

The proofs of all three theorems are similar to that of Craig’s interpolation theorem
as presented in e.g. [ChK73]. Craig’s interpolation theorem holds forITL andNL on
the grounds of similar proofs too. We give a proof of Theorem 11 only as an example.
Proof: Let Γ andΓ′ be sets of formulas fromL andL′, respectively. LetC be a count-
able set of fresh rigid constants. LetL(C) be the extension ofL by these constants.
We call Γ andΓ′ inseparable, if for every retrospective formulaθ from L(C) either
Γ ∪ {[¬θ/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3} is consistent orΓ′ ∪ {[θ′/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3} is consistent.

Let∆ = {[2c
r∀(χ ⇔ χ′)/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 : χ is a retrospective formula fromL}. We

first prove that, ifΓ andΓ′ are inseparable, thenΓ∪Γ′∪∆ is a satisfiable set of formulas
from L′′. Let C be a countable set of fresh rigid constants. Let〈ϕi : i < ω〉 and
〈ψi : i < ω〉 be fixed enumerations of the formulas fromL(C) andL′(C), respectively.
We construct two ascending sequencesΓi andΓ′i, i < ω, of consistent sets of formulas
from L(C) andL′(C), respectively so thatΓi andΓ′i are inseparable for alli < ω. Let
Γ0 = Γ andΓ′0 = Γ′. GivenΓk andΓ′k for somek, we defineΓk+1 by considering the
cases:

1. Γk ∪ {ϕk} andΓ′k are inseparable.
1a. ϕk is ∃xα for someα from L(C). We choose ac ∈ C which does

not occur inΓk ∪ Γ′k. ThenΓk ∪ {ϕk, [c/x]α} andΓ′k are inseparable too. We put
Γk+1 = Γk ∪ {ϕk, [c/x]α}.

1b. ϕk is not existential. ThenΓk+1 = Γk ∪ {ϕk}.
2. Γk ∪ {ϕk} andΓ′k are not inseparable. ThenΓk+1 = Γk.
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Γ′k+1 is defined symmetrically, usingΓk+1 and Γ′k. Let Γω =
⋃

k<ω

Γk and Γ′ω =
⋃

k<ω

Γ′k. Γω andΓ′ω are inseparable maximal consistent sets inL(C) andL′(C), re-

spectively. Besides, bothΓω andΓ′ω have witnesses inC. That is, for every individual
variablex and formulaϕ from L(C) (L′(C)) such that∃xϕ ∈ Γω (∃xϕ ∈ Γ′ω) there
exists ac ∈ C such that[c/x]ϕ ∈ Γω ([c/x]ϕ ∈ Γ′ω).

Sinceα
.= α′ for rigid α, Γω andΓ′ω contain the same rigid formulas.

Let 〈F, I〉 and〈F ′, I ′〉 be the canonical models forΓω andΓ′ω. As we know by the
construction of these models [BZ97, BRZ00], their frames are determined by the rigid
formulas fromΓω andΓ′ω that are built using rigid constants fromC, 0, + and≤ only.
HenceF = F ′. Similarly I andI ′ coincide on rigid symbols fromL andL′. Hence,
we can define an interpretationI ′′ of the symbols ofL′′ into F which extends bothI
andI ′ so that〈F, I ′′〉, σ |= Γω ∪ Γ′ω for someσ ∈ I(TF ).

Let σ′ ∈ I(TF ) be such thatI ′′(c1) = mF ([max σ, τ ]), I ′′(c2) = mF ([max σ′, τ ])
andI ′′(c3) = mF (σ′), whereτ = max{max σ, maxσ′}. Then〈F, I ′′〉, σ |= ∆ iff
〈F, I ′′〉, σ′ |= 2c

r∀(χ ⇔ χ′) for all retrospectiveχ in L will follow from Proposi-
tion 8, if we prove that the interpretationsI andI ′ of every flexible symbols from
L and its counterparts′ from L′, respectively, coincide on intervalsσ′′ ∈ I(TF )
such thatmaxσ′′ ≤ max σ′. Let s be ann-ary relation symbol anda1, . . . , an ∈
DF . Let d1, . . . , dn, e1, e2 ∈ C be such thatI(di) = ai, i = 1, . . . , n, I(e1) =
mF (σ′′) andI(e2) = mF ([max σ′′, maxσ′]). These rigid constants exist, because
〈F, I〉 is a canonical model. Consider the retrospective formulaα  (>; ` = 0 ∧
3l(` = e2 ∧ 3l(` = e1 ∧ s(d1, . . . , dn)))). SinceΓω andΓ′ω are inseparable, either
[α/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 , [α

′/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 ∈ Γω, Γ′ω, or [¬α/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 , [¬α′/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 ∈
Γω, Γ′ω. In either caseI(s)(σ′′, d1, . . . , dn) = I ′(s′)(σ′′, d1, . . . , dn). Function sym-
bols are tackled similarly.

So, we have proven that, ifΓ andΓ′ are inseparable, then

Γ ∪ Γ′ ∪ {[2c
r∀(χ ⇔ χ′)/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 : χ is a retrospective formula fromL}

is satisfiable.
If the interpolantθ from the theorem does not exist,{ϕ} and{¬ψ′} are insep-

arable: Assume that anα in L(C) such that̀ NL ϕ ⇒ [α/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 and`NL

[α′/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 ⇒ ψ′ exists. Letβ be the result of the replacement inα of all the
constants fromC by fresh individual variables. Then∀β satisfies the requirements for
θ. Hence, ifθ does not exist,{ϕ,¬ψ′} ∪ {[2c

r∀(χ ⇔ χ′)/R]ηc0,c1,c2,c3 : χ ∈ Φ} is
satisfiable. This is a contradiction.a

Concluding remarks

Craig interpolation and the above interval-related interpolation theorems establish some
nice and natural properties ofNL andITL. The study of these theorems was moti-
vated by the needs of a specific application. Namely, Theorem 11 was used in the
completeness proof for a probabilistic extension ofNL, where its use is related to an
extensionality axiom about the probability operator [Gue00a, Gue00b]. In that logic in-
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terpretations which satisfy the conditions of Proposition 7 are used to represent branch-
ing time, which is the underlying structure for modelling probabilistic behaviour.

An interesting observation to be made about the new interpolation theorems is that
there is a straightforward correspondence between the form of interpolation theorem
pursued and the notion of inseparability between theories to be employed in its proof.
In fact each of the three theorems presented is proved using inseparability by formulas
of the appropriate kind. This certainly suggests that the above theorems can be viewed
as instances of a rather general and abstract separability theorem. Yet we find it more
appropriate to point to the above concrete results here, because the temporal logics
these results apply to have drawn substantial interest on their own right.

The proofs of the above theorems also suggest that they can be reformulated after
Robinson’s consistency theorem (cf. [ChK73] again).
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